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English . Brand New. What, you ask, is a Fred Fitch? Well, for
one thing, Fred Fitch is the man with the most extensive
collection of fake receipts, phony bills of sale, and counterfeit
sweepstakes tickets in the Western hemisphere, and possibly in
the entire world. For another thing, Fred Fitch may be the only
New York City resident in the 20th century to buy a money
machine. When Barnum said, There s one born every minute,
and two to take him, he didn t know about Fred Fitch; when
Fred Fitch was born, there were two million to take him. Every
itinerant grifter, hypester, bunk artist, short-conner, amuser,
shearer, short-changer, green-goods worker, pennyweighter,
ring dropper, and yentzer to hit New York City considers his trip
incomplete until he s also hit Fred Fitch. He s sort of the conman s version of Go: Pass Fred Fitch, collect 200 dollars, and
move on. What happens to Fred Fitch when his long-lost Uncle
Matt dies and leaves Fred $300,000 shouldn t happen to the ball
in a pinball machine. Fred Fitch with $300,000 is...
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R eviews
This ebook is wonderful. I have got go through and so i am certain that i am going to likely to read through once
again again later on. You will like the way the article writer compose this ebook.
-- Miss Ar ia ne Mr a z
This pdf will not be simple to start on reading through but extremely enjoyable to see. I have read and i also am sure
that i will planning to read through again once more in the foreseeable future. You wont really feel monotony at
whenever you want of the time (that's what catalogues are for relating to if you request me).
-- Ma llor y K er tz ma nn V
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